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Roundtable



Data Collection & 
Measurement Key Points

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In addition to being customer focused and process oriented, improvement is data driven





Establish Goals
• Accountability
• Improve patient experience, safety, quality, and 

efficiency
• Short- and long-term (milestones)
• Re-evaluate on a quarterly basis and adjust as 

needed
• Culture change takes time and goals may 

change each year

• Sample Goals:
• Put someone in charge
• Establish a patient and family advisory 

council
• Implement bedside shift report
• Improve patient experience scores by 5% 

across all units
• Reduce unplanned readmissions by 10%



Data and 
Measurement

Helps
• Understand variation in processes
• Monitor process over time
• See the effect of change 

Provides
• Common reference point
• Clarity of the goal(s)
• More accurate basis for prediction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Measurement helps us improve quality by showing that variation exists in every process when humans are involved. Monitor a process over time and tell whether it improves, gets worse, or stays that same. To see the effect of change in a process. Measurement provides  A common reference point; it keeps us focused on one thing, and forces us to get specific.  For example, rather than a goal of improving diabetes care; our project might be to increase the number of patients who have an A1c done every visit. A more accurate basis for predicting the future. Measurement is a powerful tool to use when seeking support for a project.  It removes emotion from the equation.



Suggestions

Keep it simple

1
Hold to original 

question

2
Communicate 
the findings

3
Understand 

variation

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Keep it simple – what data are we currently collecting that we can repurpose, such as data for accountability or clinical management purposes? Collect only the data necessary for the project. Hold to the original question.  Don’t allow the project to creep in scope, as in “While you’re looking at the charts, why don’t you record XXX also…. Use data to communicate the findings.  Use data to understand variation – that is common-cause vs. special –cause variation.



Uses of Data 
and 
Measurement

Research

Accountability

Clinical management

Improvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Research – Purpose is generalizability of results and “proof of concept.”  Large sample sizes, random selection, and statistical significance is key.  Most physicians are accustomed to looking at and using this type of data. Accountability – Data collected to meet a requirement frequently needs to be submitted or reviewed by an outside body.  Also can be useful for improvement efforts, such as JCAHO or ORYX measures. Clinical management – Using data and measurement for managing patient care.  This data also can be used for improvement, such as a registry system for diabetes patients. Improvement – When collecting data solely for improvement purposes, we can use small sample sizes that relate very specifically to our own clinical setting and project.



Planning Data 
Collection

Why are we collecting the data?

What data will we collect?

Where will the data come from?

How will we collect the data?

Who will collect the data?

When will we collect the data?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Always ask, answer, and use the answers to these questions!



Data Sources

Administrative
Billing
Lab
Pharmacy

External requirements

HCAHPS Surveys

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Administrative – easy to obtain, but limited information and accuracyBilling (ICD10-CM, CPT codes)Lab (A1c tests for diabetic patients)Pharmacy (# of patients on warfarin)External requirementsJCAHO – ORYX (hospital, clinic, and home health)Minimum data set (MDS)Health plans/HEDISMedicare/MedicaidOASISSurveysPatient/family satisfactionother



HCAHPS Surveys

Measure 
customer 

voice

1
Identify 

improvement 
opportunities

2
Set priorities

3
Evaluate 
progress

4
Tell story

5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 A survey can be used for any of these purposes.



Medical Record Abstraction

• Rich, detailed information
• Vehicle for clinicians to record, plan, share 

information
Strengths

• Clinician documentation
• Privacy
• Missing data/illegible records
• Time/resource intensive

Weaknesses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider the following with medical record abstraction When is it necessary? How will you use the data? Strengths of medical record abstraction rich, detailed information vehicle for clinicians to record, plan, and share information Weaknesses of medical record abstraction relies on clinician documentation (may have problems with inter-rater reliability) privacy issues missing data/illegible records time and resource intensive Things are changing with electronic health records larger sample sizes clean and better data



Collect Data & Monitor Progress

• Track progress early for best results

• Develop a plan:
• Identify who will be accountable

• Establish a time period, including 
specified reporting intervals 

• Specify who will receive and 
review progress

• Determine format information will 
be shared

• Don’t recreate the wheel
• Be creative



Identify Key Success 
Indicators
• Once broad goals have been defined, identify key 

indicators or specific measures of success 

• Be sure to collect baseline data 

• Things to consider:
• Existing quality measurement efforts, 

including specific HCAHPS questions
• Limit number of key indicators to help keep 

focus (e.g. 1-3)
• Evaluate indicators periodically, but allow 

enough time for relevant measurement before 
changing 

• Culture change takes time!
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Displaying Data



Clear message



Keep it simple



Tell the story



Displaying Data

Allow comparisons, 
assessment of 
change, trends

Understand/describe 
variation Hints

Keep original 
question in mind

Address specific 
audience Tell entire story

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Displaying and interpreting data often go hand in hand; it’s the “so what?” Allows comparisons and assessments of change or trends Can understand and describe observed variation In general, when using data displays: Keep the original question in mind Address a specific audience whenever possible, tell the entire story





Tables
Sometimes a table is all you need
◦Avoids clutter, keeps things simple
◦Quickly shows all data

Clarity is important
◦Makes labels and titles descriptive
◦Order data logically
◦ Includes only necessary information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A table may be all you need to tell the entire story Keeps it simple Shows all data at a glance In order to ensure clarity with tables: Make labels and titles descriptive Order data in a way that makes sense Include only necessary informationThis table displays the information and is easy to read.  It is ordered from physician type with the most numbers to that with the least.  It would not be as meaningful if the provider types were listed randomly



Graphs
Consider
◦ Displaying all data or 

simply summarizing 
information

◦ Form of data to 
display (number, 
percent, precision)

◦ Type of graph to best 
display the data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Graphs are useful for displaying information, but one must consider: Whether to display all the data or just summary data What form of the data to display (number, percent, precision) The best type of graphDisplaying the same data in a graph format is not very useful, even if it were ordered similar to the table.



Graph 
Types

May need more than one 
graph

Consider

What’s the 
question?

Who’s the 
audience?

What’s the 
essential 

information? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In order to determine the type of graph to use, ask: What question are we addressing? Who is the audience? What’s the essential information that you want to display? More than one graph or graph type may be necessary to tell the entire story



Bar Graph
BAR GRAPH
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A bar graph summarizes frequencies or percentages for each category Advantages of a bar graph are its simplicity and visual appeal, but you need categorical data.The pareto chart is a type of bar graph that displays categories in order of frequency. Sometimes an ordered table is sufficient (i.e. see table example).



Run Chart
Median LOS for Patients Admitted from the ED

(Kirk Jensen, MD and Kevin Nolan, MA)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 A run chart displays data over time.  This chart is helped by the annotations.  The advantage is that it displays the entire story and provides a picture of where you’ve been and how fare you are from your goal. It is probably good to use this chart with lots of notes, place it where everyone can see it and update it regularly. Chart most appropriate for plotting data over time and should be used in most quality improvement projects. Can often see improvement in these charts with small samples.



Scatter Plot
Wait Time vs. Satisfaction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A scatter plot demonstrates that relationship between two parameters.  Scatter plots display the relationship very well for a specific type of situation, but can sometimes be misleading if there’s another variable that goes unseen. You can’t use this graph with categorical data.



Control Chart
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A control chart assesses the stability of a process and identifies “special causes.”  Control charts are statistically sound tools for detecting a change in the process, but can be very complicated.  That is, the chance of being misleading or misused is great. Determine whether a control chart is really necessary.  If so, consult a statistician who has experience with control charts.



Print Resources
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Share success broadly

• Report – at least 
quarterly

• Celebrate and highlight 
successes

• Utilize your internal 
AND external 
communication 
channels

• Share successes – and 
perceived failures

• Show, don’t tell



/

Summary

Tell the 
whole story

1
Use the data

2
Keep it 
simple

3
Use available 

reports

4



MEASURE 
IMPORTANT 

THINGS

“The more often we measure the 
important things, the more we’ll 
know about where we are 
making progress and where we 
are not.  And the more we know, 
the more we can affect 
behavior.”
-Quint Studer



Quality 101
Open Office Hours – Networking time:
May 26 @ 1000
June 23 @ 1000
July 28 @ 1000
August 25 @ 1000
September 22 @ 1000
October 13 @ 1000

Upcoming 
Sessions



Questions?

Susan Runyan, MHCL, MICT
Runyan Health Care 
Quality Consulting

runyanhcquality@gmail.com
Phone:  620-222-8366

mailto:runyanhcquality@gmail.com
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Oregon Rural Health Education Series 
Faculty Disclosure Information – 04/28/21

In accordance with the requirements of the Standards for Commercial Support of the Accreditation Council for 
Continuing Medical Education, each instructor and member of the planning committee has been asked to disclose 
any relevant financial relationships with commercial interests (defined as: any entity producing, marketing, re-selling, 
or distributing health care goods or services consumed by, or used on, patients). The information disclosed for this 
activity is listed below.

PROGRAM PLANNING COMMITTEE INSTRUCTORS/MODERATORS

Robert Duehmig, B.A. Nothing to Disclose Stacie Rothwell Nothing to Disclose

Alexander Mansour, MPH Nothing to Disclose Susan Runyan Nothing to Disclose
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